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If home is found on both sides of the globe,
home is of course here—and always a missed land.
Land Agha Shahid Ali

Altered Inheritances: Home is a Foreign Place opens with two works that
address personal identity and geographic displacement. Zarina’s work
references her own travels, while Shilpa Gupta excavates and becomes closely
entangled in the journeys of others. What conceptually binds these artists is
the shared inclination towards textual device and visual metaphor to convey
complex experiences.
In Altered Inheritances – 100 (Last Name) Stories 2014 Gupta records the
stories of a hundred individuals who shed their last names, either to succeed, or
just to survive. Tales of aspiration and social mobility are recounted along with
traumatic experiences of persecution and escape. These are layered upon an
allusive index of photographs, encouraging imaginative associations and a sense
of freedom. Presented in a continuous line, frames are spliced in half and jarred
out of sequence, reflecting a transformative break with the past.
For Zarina, images are abstract, but language is specific; words are not
translated precisely by the accompanying images, but are ‘triggers for
memory’, related to particular associations. She simply lists the miles between
Aligarh and Manhattan, her past and present – 7,438 – in the print Faasla/
Distance from Home is a Foreign Place 1999. A measure of loss, this series of
thirty-six woodcuts also conveys the slipperiness of translation. It is an act of
remembrance and recovery when home is no longer a place of return.
The first image in the series, Home/Ghar depicts the layout of Zarina’s
childhood house, a motif she uses often. Our exhibition floor plan echoes this
design, creating intimate spaces where works by the two artists are presented in
a formal conversation, spanning time and distance.
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Zarina

Home is a Foreign Place 1999
Portfolio of 36 woodcuts with Urdu text printed in black on Kozo paper and mounted on Somerset paper,
edition 18 of 25 and 5 Roman Numeral sets
40.64 x 33.02 cm each
© Zarina, image courtesy of Luhring Augustine, New York, photograph by Farzad Owrang
Prabhakar Collection
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Shilpa Gupta

Detail from Altered Inheritances – 100 (Last Name) Stories 2014
Installation, site specific, pigmented inkjet prints in split wood frames
© Shilpa Gupta, image courtesy of Galleria Continua, San Gimignano / Beijing / Les Moulins / Habana,
photograph by Ela Bialkowska
Prabhakar Collection
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COURTYARD AANGAN

Let us stay here, and wait for the future
to arrive, for grandchildren to speak
in forked tongues about the country
we once came from.
The Immigrant’s Song Tishani Doshi

Gupta has long investigated and recorded the transitional areas around the
borders of South Asia, inventively translating the ratios of the cartographer’s
scale into tangible forms. Lines stitched on cloth woven in Phulia, an IndoBangladesh border town, illustrate the incomprehensible calculus of man-made
boundaries in A0-A5 2014.
The artists continually attempt to rethink the dividing line as a measure of either
distance or allegiance, trying to understand its relationship to violence and
separation. These approaches, even in work made years apart and in diﬀerent
contexts, have an uncanny resonance in their symbolism and visual economy.
For Zarina, tracing lines from road markings, or marking the horizontal axis of
the horizon where earth meets sea, is an acceptance of both the mobility and
the isolation of exile. The little houses in Homes I Made 1984-1992 are set on
wheels, some made of simple terracotta – these are not permanent homes, nor
designed to set down lasting roots. Nevertheless, places she lived are recalled
in the print series Homes I Made/ A life in Nine Lines 1997, where she planted
flowers, or found ‘a space to hide forever’.
She cites verses from the South Asian poets Faiz Ahmad Faiz and Muhammad
Iqbal, melancholic yet revealing a complex engagement with her literary and
intellectual world. Meanwhile, poems of resistance by Osip Mandelstam, Malay
Roy Choudary, Wole Soyinka, Mushfig and others have been collected, spoken
and sealed into bottles by Gupta; these trapped words could become powerful
messages, preserved for a future generation to rediscover.
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Shilpa Gupta

Detail from Untitled 2018
A spoken poem in a bottle, digital photograph on paper
41 x 152.5 x 18 cm
© Shilpa Gupta, image courtesy of Galleria Continua, San Gimignano / Beijing / Les Moulins / Habana,
photograph by Pat Verbruggen
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THAT HOME WOH GHAR

I stood in such solitude, facing the house
That house, the home whose every nook was treasured
The courtyard whose every cranny had become a firefly, twinkling in dreams
The trees, stones, windows and staircases were my fellow playmates
The hall across which tiny knees
Had crawled thousands of miles
The very same rooms, the familiar doors
Who once called out, with half open eyes,
‘Come here, come here’
They were now so silent.
But what happened here, and why?
How did the happy chatter of the home of my dreams fade?
Fallen doors lay across the steps like dead bodies
Ink-dark walls had necks shackled with dead branches
The proud, lilting arches of the staircase
Had choked, despaired, collapsed and
Could not rise.
Now, the very same rooms, the familiar doors were silent
Those eyes were laden with spider-webs
Now, termites were their destiny
As I turned away, the threshold clutched my step
In a quavering voice, it asked
‘Where did you come from?
Who are you, and why do you weep so?
Who do you seek? Do you know anyone here?
Do you know us? Can you recognise us?
For before this
No stranger has ever cried here.’
Woh Ghar Zehra Nigah

(Translated by Nada Raza)
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Zarina

Directions to My House 2001
Digital print on Indian handmade paper, open edition
21.6 x 15.2 cm
© Zarina, image courtesy of Luhring Augustine, New York, photograph by Farzad Owrang
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Works by Gupta and Zarina are juxtaposed in both thematic and formal aﬃnity
in a sequence of focused rooms. In the first, worldly time is transformed into the
infinite. In Untitled 2014, tiny wrist watch hands appear as though stars afloat in
a dark sky. Zarina measures the divine – Tasbih 2011 is a sculptural rosary crafted
stained with Sumi ink and flecked with gold leaf, materials that are repeated in
the set of black and gold collaged grids that she titled Return to the Beginning
2012 after a line from Ts’en Shen.
In a video-interview by the artist Sophie Ernst, Zarina is asked to recollect the
floorplan of her lost home. Using her own prints, she recollects how she and her
family inhabited its spaces. They moved in the violent aftermath of 1947 when
India became independent from Britain and Pakistan was cleaved from it, with
borders that remain politically tense and divisive.
Beyond the Stars 2014 cites a fragment from poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz, suggesting
that many worlds may yet lie beyond the visible. Gupta’s work Untitled 2015
brings us back to earth, a twinkling map of floodlights on the Indian border.
Both artists depict crossings and journeys through materials of everyday value –
gold, paper, cloth, string. While Zarina’s imagery remains abstract, Gupta’s work
relates to contested territories, informal economies and clandestine crossings;
in Drawings Made in the Dark 2015, simple lines describe the dangerous paths
across border territories. Trees that are cherished across contested boundaries
– the South Asian mango, the Levantine olive, the American pecan – are formed
out of lengths of string which represent the scale of borders that have been
fenced.
Gupta’s findings lead to a redacted transcript where the state selectively blurs
the actions of its representatives, an amnesiac text presented in Nothing Will Go
on Record 2015, with each alphabet meticulously chiseled out. Zarina’s collage
and print works are based on letters she exchanged with her sister. Every plant
and shrub in the garden is lovingly recounted when Rani writes that the house
in Aligarh has been sold. Nevertheless, Zarina defiantly continues to oﬀer a
detailed set of directions to the house. These works suggest that while borders
can tear apart and separate, there is yet an imaginative world beyond, in the
words of Rabrindranath Tagore, ‘Where the world has not been broken up into
fragments by narrow domestic walls’.
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Zarina

Golden Route 1982
Etching printed in gold on grey handmade paper
76 x 57 cm
© Zarina, photograph by Ismail Noor/Seeing Things
Prabhakar Collection
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BOUNDARY HUDOOD

In Baghdad’s market places,
in the side streets of Teheran,
in Beirut and Jerusalem
in Khartoum and Cairo,
In Colombo and New Delhi,
Jaﬀna, Ahmedabad and Meerut,
on the highways of Haryana
in poorly lit cafes
to the blare of transistors,
in shaded courtyards
where children lisp
we mourn our dead
The Storm Meena Alexander

Cartography has, within the border-lines of South Asia, been a harsh exercise;
these experiences resonate in many of the modern nation states born of the last
century.
A resident of New York, Zarina responded to 9/11 with works that map a
trajectory of violence from Delhi to Beirut into Sarajevo through Kabul, ending
with the dark forms of the twin towers. These Cities Blotted Into the Wilderness
2003 takes its title from the nineteenth century poet Ghalib’s lament for Delhi
during what he felt was a civilizational decline. The companion piece An Altas
of My World 2001 is titled after Adrienne Rich’s book of poems reflecting on
hardship within America.
Gupta’s series 100 Hand drawn maps of my country, India 2008-2014 is
based on a freehand exercise. Participants are invited to draw the map of their
national borders from memory. These are layered over each other to produce a
palimpsest with incongruous lines, demonstrating how each person remembers
the shape slightly diﬀerently, may it be well-learnt and familiar. Gupta produces
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a site-specific work, a delicate sculptural map of each nation where her work
is exhibited. Here she outlines the borders of the United Arab Emirates with
hand-bent copper, placed gently against the wall to remind us that all nations
and boundaries are crafted and man-made.

Shilpa Gupta

100 Hand drawn maps of my country, India 2008-2014
Carbon tracings on paper
56.5 x 75.5 cm
© Shilpa Gupta, image courtesy of Galleria Continua, San Gimignano / Beijing / Les Moulins / Habana,
photograph by Ela Bialkowska
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STRANGER AJNABI

The arrogance of reason has separated us from that love.
With the word ‘reason’ you already feel miles away.
Kabir

At a moment where walls, borders and territorial thinking is on the upsurge,
these two artists shun sensationalism, resisting documentary representation
when describing experiences of division and violence. Instead, their works
express loss and estrangement with formal restraint and a quiet emotional
charge.
Zarina’s Crawling House 1994 is an arrangement of 500 metal pieces based
on the simple house shape she often uses, here transformed into a flock of
creatures that swarm up along the gallery walls, as if a flight of birds or insects
might be migrating to a more hospitable habitat. They are juxtaposed with
Unnoticed 2017, a series of work by Gupta made from used car parts that
are carried illicitly across the Indo-Bangladesh border, to have a second life
when assembled into improvised vehicles on the other side. Placed against
photographs of a blue sky taken along borderlands, they are aloft, sculptural
forms freed from a mundane existence. In the end, human ingenuity thwarts
restrictions.
The final work in the exhibition is Speaking Wall 2009-2010 by Gupta, a work
that can only be experienced by one person at a time. Instructions given on
an LCD screen oﬀer direction, but the disembodied voice that is heard lies
somewhere inaccessible, within or even just beyond the wall. ‘Now you are no
longer stepping on the border. Are you not able to see it? It is on the ground
below you. The wind shifted it by a few centimetres.’ Standing alone on a
narrow line of bricks, not knowing what comes next, you learn the psychological
aﬀect of territorial distance and division, turning homes into memories and
neighbours into strangers.
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Shilpa Gupta

Unnoticed 2017
Set of five digital prints on paper mounted on dibond, photographs taken on the border, motor parts from
informal trade, 123 x 172 cm
© Shilpa Gupta, image courtesy of Galleria Continua, San Gimignano / Beijing / Les Moulins / Habana,
photograph by Tom Callemin
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Zarina

Detail of Crawling House 1994
Hand-cut and molded tin, 500 from edition of 1000
© Zarina, installation view at Paper Like Skin at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles Sept 29 – Dec 30 2012,
photo by Brian Forrest
Prabhakar Collection
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This exhibition has been curated by Nada Raza, Artistic Director of the Ishara Art Foundation.
Shilpa Gupta (b.1976) lives and works in Mumbai, India where she has studied sculpture at the Sir J. J.
School of Fine Arts from 1992 to 1997. She has had solo shows at the Contemporary Arts Center Cincinnati,
Arnolfini Bristol, OK in Linz, Museum voor Moderne Kunst Arnhem, Voorlinden Museum and Lalit Kala
Akademi New Delhi. She presented a solo project at ‘My East is Your West’, a joint India-Pakistan exhibition
by the Gujral Foundation in Venice in 2015. Her work has been shown in international institutions such as the
Tate Modern and Serpentine Gallery in London, New Museum in New York; Berlin Biennale 2014, Sharjah
Biennial 2013, Gwangju Biennale 2015, 2008, Liverpool Biennial 2006, Havana 2006, 2015, Sydney 2006
and currently showing at Kochi Biennale 2018.
Her work is in the collection of Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Centre Georges Pompidou, Mori
Museum, Louisiana Museum, Bristol Art Museum, Louis Vuitton Foundation, Asia Society, Astrup Fearnley
Museum, Fonds National d’Art Contemporain - France, KOC Collection, Kiran Nadar Museum and Devi Art
Foundation among others.
Shilpa Gupta’s work engages with the defining power of social and psychological borders on public life. Her
work makes visible the aporias and incommensurabilities in the emerging national public sphere in India. She
reveals the power of state apparatuses, and the lure of social homogeneity and ideas of public consensus
enabled by emerging mediascapes. She often works in public spaces and installed We Change Each Other
2017, an outdoor light work in her neighbourhood on Carter Road, Mumbai. Her work will be included in the
Venice Biennale 2019.
Zarina (b. 1937) was born in Aligarh, India and has lived and worked in New York for many years. After
receiving a degree in mathematics, she went on to study woodblock printing in Bangkok and Tokyo, and
intaglio with S. W. Hayter at Atelier-17 in Paris. She has exhibited at numerous venues internationally
including representing India at the 2011 Venice Biennale, and her retrospective exhibition entitled Zarina:
Paper Like Skin was presented at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles in 2012, and at the Guggenheim, New
York, and the Art Institute of Chicago in 2013.
Her work is in the permanent collections of the Tate Modern, London; the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles;
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, New York; the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; the Museum of Modern Art,
New York; and the Menil Collection, Houston.
Best known as a printmaker, Zarina prefers to carve instead of drawing the line, to gouge the surface rather
than build it up. She has used various mediums of printmaking including intaglio, woodblocks, lithography,
and silkscreen, and she frequently creates series of several prints in order to reference a multiplicity of locales
or concepts. Zarina also creates sculpture using a variety of media such as bronze, aluminium, steel, wood, tin
and paper pulp.
Zarina’s work is defined by her adherence to the personal and the essential. An early interest in architecture
and mathematics is reflected in her use of geometry and her emphasis on structural purity. While her
work tends towards minimalism, its starkness is tempered by its texture and materiality. Her art poignantly
chronicles her life and recurring themes include home, displacement, borders, journey and memory.
Sophie Ernst is a Dutch visual artist based in Berlin and Oxford. Ernst trained as an industrial mechanic
before studying sculpture. She was a resident at the Rijksakademie voor Beeldende Kunsten in Amsterdam
and completed her PhD from Leiden University. She lived and worked for four years in Pakistan, where she
taught as Assistant Professor at the Beaconhouse National University. She has presented her work widely
at exhibitions like: the 6th Moscow Biennale; 14th Asia Triennial, Manchester; 9th Sharjah Biennial; Lines
of Control: Partition as a Productive Space at Johnson Museum, Cornell University and Nasher Museum,
Duke University; Move on Asia, ZKM (Karlsruhe); and solo exhibitions such as: Memory is an Ideal Place,
Kunstverein Heidelberg; Architecture of Belonging, Royal Academy of Art, The Hague; Presence of an
Absence, Museum de Lakenhal, Leiden; HOME, Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Her recent publication “The Magic
of Projection; Augmentation and Immersion in Media Art” (2016) is an in-depth look at the uses of projection.
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Ishara Art Foundation is a new non-profit organization focused on contemporary art from a South Asian
context, with two floors of dedicated exhibition space in Alserkal Avenue in Dubai. We work with an
expanded definition of the region, to include the diaspora and overlapping histories of the regions around
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal. Given the presence and deep links of South Asians to
the Gulf, our programme is anchored in a regional approach, sharing compelling artistic perspectives with
local and international audiences. Our programming will include new and established practices through
monographic presentations, group exhibitions, new commissions and touring exhibitions, developing new
dialogues and exploring regional interconnections.
Ishara Art Foundation is presented in partnership with Alserkal Avenue.
www.ishara.org
@isharaartfoundation
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Shilpa Gupta
Detail from A0 – A5 2014
Thread and pencil on hand woven cloth from Phulia, an Indo-Bangladesh border town
© Shilpa Gupta, image courtesy of Galleria Continua, San Gimignano / Beijing / Les Moulins / Habana,
photograph by Ela Bialkowska
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